To introduce a method for quantifying clinicians' use of assessment of understanding (AU) questions, and to examine medicine residents' AU usage during counseling of standardized patients about prostate or breast cancer screening.
Introduction
Effective interpersonal communication, called "the vehicle by which technical care is implemented and on which its success depends" [1] , may require clinicians to adopt a wide variety of patient-centered communication behaviors [2] , [3] , [4] . For example, clinicians are advised to explicitly assess their patients' understanding [2] , [3] , [4] . Assessment of understanding questions (AUs) may be especially important for patients with limited health literacy, when the topic of conversation is complicated, or when patients' facial expressions do not correlate with emotions for cultural reasons or because of a sense of shock [4] , [5] . Unfortunately, many clinicians may be missing opportunities to assess patients' understanding [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . In this paper we introduce a method to quantify clinicians' likely AU usage and use the method to examine internal medicine residents' use of AUs during counseling of standardized patients about prostate or breast cancer screening.
We chose to study communication about prostate and breast cancer screening because professional organizations recommend routine counseling about potential risks of screening [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Counseling is recommended prior to screening with prostate specific antigen (PSA) because there is insufficient evidence that the medical benefits of screening are greater than its medical and psychological harms [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Counseling recommendations for breast cancer screening were instituted for women in the 40-49 age group because evidence about benefit versus harm was slower to develop for this age group than for older women [13] , [14] , [15] . Recommendations for counseling in both situations are intended to insure that screening decisions are consistent with patient's values and underlying beliefs, and that patients will be prepared in the event of an abnormal result [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [16] . This analysis is part of a larger effort to develop communication assessment tools that will be inexpensive and concrete enough for use over entire geographic regions by quality improvement personnel with typical training [6] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . This scope of attention is sometimes referred to as a "population" scale approach [24] . We are interested in population-scale methods because clinicians can develop communication problems long after training and far away from the training centers where many efforts to improve communication are done [25] , [26] . Our methods are adapted from Quality Improvement [6] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] because of that field's track record for changing physician behavior on a population scale [27] , and because of our concerns that education-derived methods often require more resources and physician preceptor time than is available for population-scale use. Another advantage to adopting Quality Improvement methods is that their explicit definitions and concrete approach may improve on limitations of earlier communication measures such as sometimes insufficiently detailed definitions for quantification [1] , [25] . It is worth emphasizing that since AU usage is only one facet of communication quality, our AU analyses should be considered as part of a panel of measures that include our other measures: inclusion and timing of content messages [19] , [22] , [23] , jargon and explanations [20] , [21] and assessment of emotional reactions [28] , [29] . The overall approach of locating and counting up these individual communication behaviors is based on research from cognitive psychology about the mental demands of simultaneously processing new information, experiencing emotions, and holding several unfamiliar concepts in mind [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . Dispersal of AUs is important because each new misunderstanding can contribute to a backlog of confusion that could interfere with comprehension of the next concept [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] .
We identified four types of AU questions (Table 1 ) in a literature search for our study of AU usage after newborn screening [6] and described a reliable, explicit-criteria method to determine whether a given transcript includes each AU type [6] . For the present study we also developed a second-generation quality indicator called "estimated mental load," which of necessity uses a more complicated algebra to calculate the amount of information presented before, between, and after each individual AU. The mental load concept is consistent with research from cognitive psychology about the demands of holding in mind several new and unfamiliar concepts, each of which may contribute to a backlog of confusion that can interfere with comprehension of subsequent information [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . The accumulated mental load can be mitigated if the clinician uses an AU to give the patient an opportunity to get questions answered [2] , [3] , [4] . The aims of this project are to determine the type and frequency of AU usage, and to characterize the timing of AU usage with respect to accumulating mental load. Table 1 . Types of assessments of understanding (AU) questions.
AU type and definition
Examples Request for teach-back A question whose natural answer is the patient's own version of the information covered in conversation. Some clinicians include an explanation of why he or she is requesting the teach-back.
To make sure that I was being clear enough, could you please share with me the main points you got from our discussion? You may have to discuss this issue with your wife, so lets practice now how you will explain this to her.
Open-ended AU (effective) An AU question that places few or no restrictions on response. In many cases the natural answer will be an actual question.
What questions do you have?
What parts of this are hard to understand?
Close-ended AU (less effective) AUs to which the natural answer is restricted, such as a "yes," a "no," or some other brief, limited answer Do you have any questions? Does that make sense? "OK?" question (ambiguous-could be interpreted in many ways)
OK?
Close-ended AU that does not specifically mention understanding or a question. The patient may interpret this AU type as a question about emotions or as a request for permission to proceed. Must include a rising voice pitch signifying an interrogative Alright?
Methods

Data source
This analysis used an explicit-criteria procedure to abstract transcripts of conversations between internal medicine residents and standardized patients portrayed to have a question about screening for prostate or breast cancer. Transcripts were made from tapes collected during workshops in a Primary Care Internal Medicine residency program. The workshops were part of the official curriculum, but residents gave informed consent and were free to decline the use of their tapes in research. Methods were approved by Institutional Review Boards at Yale and the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Residents were taped in two standardized patient encounters before the teaching portion of the workshops. In one encounter, a 50-year-old man asked about prostate cancer screening. In the other encounter, a 43-year-old woman asked about breast cancer screening. The order of the two encounters was random for each resident. A handout stated that the patient had no family history of cancer and had had an unremarkable physical exam the week before, so the resident would not feel obliged to do a physical or take an extended history. The handout did not contain any suggestions about how to discuss the screening test.
Patients began with a short speech patterned after the following example: I'm sorry I'm back so soon after my physical, but I had to leave so quickly that I didn't get a chance to ask a question. I recently saw an advertisement about prostate [or breast] cancer screening, but I wasn't sure if it was for me. What do you think?
Patients were coached to not appear anxious or confused, to not make requests for clarification, and to adopt a neutral body language with the small, polite nod that does not necessarily denote understanding. These instructions standardized the counseling task and helped our analysis to focus on AUs rather than the resident's ability to re-clarify for patients who appear mystified (an important skill, but not the subject of this study). The first author reviewed audio recordings of each standardized patient before the next workshop to ensure that the standardized patients were holding to these instructions. Little or no feedback to the patients was needed after these reviews.
Tapes were transcribed verbatim and proofread for accuracy by a board-certified internist. The proofreaders deleted personally identifying text about the residents to reduce abstractor bias. The proofreader also ensured that each transcript included all of the standardized patient's nonverbal continuers ("uh-huh") and the resident's pauses for the patient's response.
To provide a content-related unit of duration within the transcript, we used a sentence-diagramming procedure to parse transcripts into individual "statements" which were defined as having one subject and one predicate. An example of parsed text is shown in Fig. 1 , with each statement beginning at a number in pointed brackets {} and ending with a double slash //. Single slash / and a quadruple slash //// are used to mark divisions or the end of compound statements. 
Abstraction procedures
The transcript abstraction procedure was adapted from explicit-criteria methods used in medical record review [34] . Abstractors evaluated each statement one at a time, comparing it to detailed definitions and examples in an explicit-criteria data dictionary derived from existing guidelines [2] , [35] , [36] . To allow for ambiguous statements, abstractors could use "definite" and "partial" designations. For a "definite" designation, the AU had to be followed by a pause for patient response, even for a simple continuer like "uh huh." A "partial" AU designation was used for AUs that were not followed by a pause, or for AUs that used a leading syntax (e.g., "You don't have any questions, do you?"). Discrepancies between abstractors were automatically resolved to "partial" by a spreadsheet. Half of the transcripts were duplicatively abstracted to assess inter-abstractor reliability. Half of these were discussed afterwards to ensure quality control and consistency, following the suggestion by Feinstein [37] .
A second wave of abstractions was done to identify content-containing statements for the mental load procedure (see Section 2.3.1), using procedures that were similar to the AU abstraction procedures and our previously described work with content message and content timing assessment [22] , [23].
Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). One-way ANOVA and Chi-squared tests were used as appropriate for variable type. Inter-abstractor reliability was calculated using Cohen's method, with an adaptation for ordinal data.
Calculation of the "estimated mental load" (Lˆ) of potential misunderstanding
We adapted the mental load concept to represent the amount of information presented before, between, and after each individual AU. It should be noted that while assessing understanding is a patientcentered behavior for clinicians [3] , the mental load calculation procedure we developed is clinician-centered because it only examines clinician speech. Mental load is therefore an indicator of communication quality regardless of whether the patient makes use of the opportunity. We include the descriptor "estimated" in the current project because there are limited data available to suggest a procedure for the quantification of the informational content present in any given statement. Following the standard convention, the estimated nature of the load variable is denoted by a circumflex accent or caret placed above the variable letter in equations ˆ.
The estimated mental load for any given statement "S" ˆ reflects both the informational content presented in the statement ( ) and the information left over from the previous statement ˆ− 1 . To standardize the present analysis, we made a provisional assumption that ( ) can either equal 1 for any information-giving statement, or 0 for any AU or other statements about the conversation or the patient's cognitive or emotional reaction to the conversation. We also assume ( ) is zero for relationship-building, small talk, nonverbal continuers, and stalling statements (e.g., "that type of thing," statement 54 in Fig. 1 ).
We also assume for standardizing purposes that load before the first statement ˆ0 is negligible.
Thus for a simple sequence of 4 information-giving statements with no AUs, Lˆ would be calculated via cumulative addition as follows:
If a sequence of statements includes an AU question, the patient has an opportunity to have clarification about statements presented thus far in conversation. To account for the effect of AUs on the accumulating ˆt otal , a "discounting function" is applied to the ˆ formula, with provisionally modeled to be 1 if is not an AU, 0 if is a definite-criteria AU, or 0.5 if is a partial AU or an "OK?" question. The load formula for any individual statement S is therefore
and ˆt otal for a set of statements is then equal to the sum of all the ˆ values in the set, or
ˆ undergoes quadratic growth with the number of statements (see Appendix A, A.1 More about the provisional values of mental load calculation variables, A.2 Quadratic growth of, A.3 The square root transform, A.4 A potential ceiling for), so ˆt otal may appear better for short transcripts with no AUs than for long transcripts with excellent AU coverage. We therefore developed a standardized version of the load calculation ˆS td to compare load regardless of transcript length or detail. ˆS td is based on the ratio of ˆt otal to the maximum possible load for that transcript if there were no AUs (i.e., DS is removed from the formula), with a square root transform added to compensate for the quadratic distribution of ˆt otal (see Appendix A, A.1 More about the provisional values of mental load calculation variables, A.2 Quadratic growth of, A.3 The square root transform, A.4 A potential ceiling for).
When evaluating two transcripts the clinician with the higher ˆS td assessed understanding for less of his or her content than the clinician with the lower ˆS td . A very low value could suggest repetitive assessment of understanding, as with a speech mannerism where the clinician asks "OK?" every third or fourth statement.
To demonstrate the ˆt otal and ˆS td calculations, Fig. 1 shows a transcript excerpt of 35 statements that includes 30 information giving statements ( = 1) and three AUs: a close-ended AU at statement {55}, an "OK?" question at statement {60}, and a request for a teach-back at statement {80}. As shown in the table at the right, ˆ accumulates at a rate of 1 per statement until reset to zero by the AU at statement {55}. ˆ then starts again at 1 for statement {56}, accumulates until reset by half for the partial AU at {60}, accumulates again until reset back to zero for the request for teach-back at the end of the excerpt. The value of ˆt otal for the excerpt is then equal to the sum of the individual ˆ values, and are provisional, we anticipate the development of mathematical functions to reflect variance of with each patient's state of mind, emotion, health literacy and prior knowledge, as well as with the complexity of the topic being discussed. These factors may also influence the optimal values for ˆS td and ˆt otal .
Results
Descriptive data for the participants (Table 2) were similar to those of the population of the residency program at the time of the study. The interviews ranged from 2 to 21.9 min (mean 10.1, SD 4.1), and included an average number of 147.4 statements per transcript (SD 56.7). The average number of statements that were abstracted to be information-giving ( = 1) for the ˆ calculations in Section 3.3 was 120.2 (SD 52.1). To assess feasibility of our methods we tracked time and expenses. The entire project was done for less than $50 per transcript, most of which was for transcription. Use of the abstraction instrument took less than 5 min of abstractor time per transcript. A total of 213 definite AUs and 288 partial AUs were identified over the entire set of transcripts. Interabstractor agreement for these was better than 99%, and the reliability corrected for chance for overall identification of AUs was = 0.96. Reliability for individual AU types were 0.90 for close-ended AUs and 0.98 for "OK?" questions, and lower for the more rare requests for a teach-back (0.88) and open-ended AUs (0.58).
Number and types of AUs included
At least one definite AU was seen in 68/86 transcripts (79%), leaving about one-fifth of transcripts with no evidence of a definite attempt to assess patient understanding. Among those transcripts with AUs, the average number of AUs included was 3.0 per transcript (SD 2.6, range 1-18).
The transcripts where prostate cancer screening was discussed were more likely than breast cancer transcripts to include at least one definite-criteria AU (90% versus 69%, p = 0.017). There were no statistically significant associations between AU presence or AU number and the resident's gender or year in residency, or the duration of counseling (power was 80% to detect a difference of 1.6 AUs).
The percentages of transcripts meeting definite criteria for each AU type are shown in Table 3 . The two most effective AU types (requests for teach-backs and open-ended AUs) were rarely included in the residents' counseling. Transcripts more commonly included the less effective close-ended and "OK?" question AUs. The "OK?" question was the sole type of AU in 18/86 transcripts (20.9%). One transcript included a statement that met criteria for an advance request for questions.
Effect of adding partial abstraction criteria
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the definite/partial/absent scheme helped to differentiate between AUs and statements that may have been intended to assess understanding but were less likely to be effective. When abstractors' partial ratings were also considered, at least one AU "attempt" was seen in an additional 5 transcripts, leaving 15% of transcripts that did not even meet partial criteria for AU inclusion. Among those transcripts with AUs, the average number of AUs increased to 6.7 per transcript (SD = 8.4, range 1-54). The AU type with the most new inclusions from the addition of partial-criteria was the "OK?" question, which was seen with no pause for response in 40 transcripts (46.5%) with a range of up to 40 instances in a single transcript.
The estimated mental load ˆ of potential misunderstanding
The average ˆ value across the entire project was 43.2 (SD 38.4, skew 1.2). This figure suggests that on average, patients were asked to process about 43 concepts in their minds between clinician attempts to assess understanding. The ˆt otal scores, which represent the accumulated potential for misunderstanding with no adjustment for transcript length, averaged 6341.4 (SD = 8405.5, range 420.75-29,556.5). The ˆt otal scores have no units, but are proportionate to mental workload and are comparable across transcripts (see Appendix A, A.1 More about the provisional values of mental load calculation variables, A.2 Quadratic growth of, A.3 The square root transform, A.4 A potential ceiling for for further discussion about the quadratic growth curve for ˆt otal .).
The ˆS td score, which adjusts ˆt otal for transcript length and its quadratic curve, averaged 0.80 (SD 0.16) with a range from 0.46 to a total lack of AUs at 1.0. This suggests that some transcripts contain dispersal of AU usage, but that there are many other transcripts with longer stretches of content without an AU. Also as shown in Fig. 2 , ˆS td scores were significantly lower for transcripts in which prostate cancer was being discussed than for mammography screening transcripts (0.76 versus 0.84, 1-way ANOVA, p = 0.016). This difference is consistent with both a lower usage of AUs for mammography explanations and a separate tendency to bunch up those AUs that are used. A histogram of the ˆS td scores (Fig. 2 , total bar height) shows wide variety with a peak of transcripts in the ranges from 0.4 to 0.59. The differences for prostate versus mammography transcripts lead us despite the small sample size to investigate the possibility of a bimodal distribution for ˆS td . The divided histogram (Fig. 2) suggests that the midrange peak in the main distribution corresponds with the mean of a roughly symmetrical ˆS td distribution for prostate cancer screening transcripts (skew −0.1, kurtosis −0.8), while the mammography transcripts' ˆS td scores may be consistent with an L-shaped distribution with most transcripts scoring at the high range.
Discussion and conclusion
Discussion
Assessments of understanding help clinicians to know if their communication efforts with patients have been effective [2] , [3] , [4] . The two purposes of this study were to introduce a new method of quantifying AU behaviors that will be suitable for use on a population-wide scale, and to use the new method to investigate internal medicine residents' use of AU questions during counseling of standardized patients about prostate and breast cancer screening. We aimed to characterize AU usage both at a transcript level and at a level of individual statements.
Many of the residents' transcripts included definite criteria for at least one AU. Unfortunately, almost all of the AUs identified were close-ended, used a leading syntax, or were not followed by a pause for patient response. This finding parallels our earlier study of AU usage after newborn screening [6] , but for this study we also found that most of the residents' AUs were either bunched inefficiently together or rare enough to leave much of the conversation unassessed. Generalizability for these analyses is limited by the use of a small sample of residents from a single program, so further research at other programs and with physicians working outside of academic settings should be conducted before more specific conclusions can be made. The field will also need research about communication topics other than cancer screening, and scenarios in which patients do not initiate the topic of conversation and could therefore be less engaged (see Section 2.1).
For this study we coached standardized patients to adopt neutral expressions, but for future research it may be useful to evaluate explicit AU usage in datasets including video of actual patients' facial expressions. Clinicians can use facial expressions to verify understanding [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , so including facial expressions in analyses may help to explain to researchers why some conversations do not include explicit AUs. For everyday practice and for the primary quality measure, however, clinicians and researchers should continue to focus on explicit AUs because patients' facial expressions may not correlate with understanding [4] , [5] .
The most important limitation of the current state of our methods is that our quantitative approach of counting up individual AUs has not been validated against a measure of patient comprehension. Previous AU research has been done with ordinal scales, which are largely unable to account for AU type or timing [8] , [9] . Until research such as our ongoing validation study is complete [38] , questions will remain about the number of AUs that should be necessary for a "high quality" rating. Further research can also be done to tailor values of and for patients' health literacy, patients' engagement, and emotional state as well as for the complexity of the topic and proximity of other AUs in conversation. Many of these influences may interact with patient factors such as health literacy or environmental factors like distracting noise.
Despite these cautions, our research into patterns of AU usage raises concern about the quality of communication likely to be experienced by many patients. Poor communication will be a problem for prostate and breast cancer screening, since patients without a clear understanding of screening may opt for or against screening when the opposite plan would have been more consistent with their values [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [16] . Fortunately, the finding that many residents were at least attempting to assess the patients' understanding suggests to us that some clinicians may simply need feedback about how to do it effectively.
We see this project as contributing to both the existing scholarship on patient-centered communication and to a new dimension of quality improvement. Population-scale improvements in clinicians' communication are needed and part of this need is to improve the usage of AUs. While many clinicians' training programs may have encouraged them to use AUs [36] , [39] , [40] , without periodic reinforcement it is unclear whether AU behaviors will persist for long after training. Reinforcement for practicing clinicians can be done by faculty development and refresher programs [41] , [42] , but low levels of enrollment may reflect the programs' high requirements for time, effort, and money. With Quality Improvement methods come several advantages over education-derived methods, including a track record for improving other clinician behaviors on population scales, high quantitative reliability, the ability to function on a lean budget, and concrete methods that are transparent to clinicians and easy to implement by quality improvement professionals with typical training [1] , [27] .
It is worth commenting that the advantages of population-scale Communication Quality Assurance may be accompanied by some further limitations for study of communication. Qualitative methods would provide a richer description of communication, but qualitative methods have limited reliability and are very resourceintensive for use in Quality Improvement. Using simulated patient encounters instead of actual patient encounters may reduce generalizability because of artificial circumstances or because a sense of observation prompts clinicians to greater efforts. On the other hand, we included patient simulation in our data collection methods because we are aiming to develop techniques that can be immediately, affordably generalized for widespread use in settings where communication improvement has not previously been feasible. Simulation avoids logistical, privacy, and consent issues that would pose tremendous challenges for routine quality improvement projects. Finally, the standardization that is possible with simulation allows for comparisons across clinicians to be made fairly and equally without confounding effects of variation in patients' medical risks and communication challenges.
Conclusion
The data from this project are preliminary, but they suggest that problems with AU usage may exist in some clinician-patient encounters. This study offers part of a low-cost, quantitatively reliable method to measure processes of communication and clinicians' adherence to recommendations for counseling prior to offering complex screening tests and other instances of shared decision-making. Further research and development needs to be done, but methodological innovations hold significant promise for a nascent field of population-scale Communication Quality Assurance.
Practice implications
We hope that our observations of an unfortunately high number of missed opportunities to assess patients' understanding will expand awareness in clinicians and medical educators about AUs and how to improve their use. Improvements in AU usage and effectiveness may improve the informed decision-making that guidelines recommend.
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Appendix A.
In this paper we have proposed a new method to quantify mental load of potential misunderstanding in a conversation, or what we believe to be the next methodological step in an innovative approach to communication process measurement. Our goal in developing this new method was to have a group of single numbers that can be used with a large number of clinicians to compare and rank performance and also to track changes after an intervention. Our development of the load calculations (Table A .1 in Appendix A) is the result of several cycles of trial and evaluation. To achieve our single number goal for AU timing, we found it necessary to incorporate a quantitative, algebraic procedure that is more elaborate than many previously described methods in the field of health care communication. During the development process, we identified several methodological points that will be important to colleagues and to the field in general, but which were not immediately relevant to the aims of our analysis. The purpose of this appendix is to provide brief commentary on each of these points. We envision several possibilities for the refinement of , and 0 . The current study used standardized patients in order to evaluate feasibility for Communication Quality Assurance projects. As a result, the current load calculation procedure can currently provide descriptive data of communication process, and has no ability to infer outcomes like patient understanding. Further research with both communication processes and outcomes will be needed to validate and refine the method. Some answers may be derived from our ongoing statewide study of counseling after cystic fibrosis and sickle cell hemoglobinopathy [23] . We plan to tailor the provisional assumptions mentioned in Section 2.3.1 for the effects of content message complexity ( ), varying effectiveness of the different AU types ( ). Finally, since the amount and content of underlying beliefs about a topic is critical [16] , further research is needed to evaluate the influence of prior mental load ( 0 ) on load calculations.
A.2. Quadratic growth of ˆt otal
Under the provisional assumptions for values of , , and 0 , the ˆt otal function grows via cumulative addition following a quadratic curve that can be described by the equation,
where is equal to the current statements' number in the transcript. Fig. A.1 in Appendix A shows a plot of the resulting curve, called the "ceiling curve" because it describes the maximum possible ˆt otal for a set of statements if none of the statements is an AU. For comparison, Fig. A.1 also shows the ˆt otal values for each of the transcripts in this study. The quadratic growth of ˆt otal is an important issue to recognize because of the resulting implication that differences between clinicians in AU usage and load may have different significances at longer versus shorter conversations. Further research and validating efforts need to be completed, but the current implications are consistent with the decreasing likelihood of overall understanding as the number of concepts increases.
A.3. The square root transform
The purpose of the square root transform function in the ˆS td formula is to optimize mental load estimates data so that they can be more comparable across clinicians, such that differences between transcripts will be similar at different ends of the ˆS td spectrum. The square root enables the ˆt otal functions in the numerator and denominator of the ˆS td formula to approach linearity instead of following a quadratic curve. As a result, the absolute difference in ˆt otal from an ˆS td of 0.9-0.8 is the same as the difference from an ˆS td of 0.5-0.4. Without the square root, the relative difference in ˆt otal would be significantly greater as ˆS td approaches zero.
A.4. A potential ceiling for ˆ
To standardize comparisons across residents, the current version of the load calculation assumes that that there is no maximum value for ˆ. Put another way, load operationalizes the amount of information that the patient is asked to consider, rather than the amount of information that he or she actually does consider. Load will therefore accumulate long after the patient's cognitive capacity has been overwhelmed. In a subsequent version of the load calculation, it may become useful to acknowledge that ˆ reaches a ceiling, such that patients can only think about a small number of new or unfamiliar concepts at any one time. Such a ceiling is consistent with research surrounding what is now called "Miller's Magic Number" of 7 ± 2, the number of data that the human mind appears to be capable of actively considering or remembering at any one time [31] . If such a ceiling for patient comprehension is observed, however, our unlimited cumulative addition approach to mental load would still be valuable for purposes of standardized comparison across transcripts.
